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Eefore the advent of satellites, lon a range communica-
tions were routed over HF skywave paths- Today few military
communicators possess the knowledge and expertise required
to set-u^ and maintain reliable long haul HF communications-
Since the early 1970'£ # this technology has teen relatively
neglected as satellite communications are more reliable and
the data rate is much higher than is possible over HZ links.
However, ore cannot arford to ignore the eventual vulner-
ability cf satellites.
President Reagan warned the c ubiic that the battlefield
will seen extend intc space, in wnicn case the satellites
may very well be the first casualties. In addition to the
growing threat of satellite destruction, satellite comiuni-
cations are vulnerable to jamming.
Communicators need HF capabilities. An HF communicator
must re able to accomplish the following tasks:
1. Analyze or obtain analysis of the propagation path
between the local station and tiie outstation. The most
important products of the analysis are:
a. Desired take-off angle 1 (TOA) at transmitting
station
t. Azimuth tc the outstation
c- Propogaticn loss over the path on each frequency
2. Select the best antenna, whether it is the standard
type (Whip, AS-2259, etc.) or a directional wire antenna.
i Take-off angle — angle above the horizon at which the
largest amount or power must radiate if the receiver is to
receive the strongest signal possible.
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3. Design and construct a wire antenna when those
available are inadequate.
4. Chcos"e the test available frequency for operation
during each hour of the day to obtain the nighest possitle
communications reliability.
The importance of each of these capabilities should
become apparent in tie discussion that follows.
Eacn time a link is established, the characteristics of
the path will change. The ionosphere varies in density over
a 24 hour cycle, a four season cycle and on an eleven year
cycle as well as randomly due to solar disturbances. As a
result, on a link, between two given stations, the range of
useful frequencies and transmission losses will vary. Ihe
best communication can be obtained onxy oy first analyzing
the propagation path each time cne establishes a link.
Each antenna y whether it be a stock antenna or a wire
antenna, will have certain cnaracteristics that lake it
right for a particular link- Of. primary importance is that
the antenna radiates a sufficient amount of power along the
azimuth to the outstation and at the proper take-off-angle
(TOA) . After subtracting the transmission losses over the
path, the received signal at the outstation must be intelli-
gible .
An antenna will develop a radiation pattern, an exaa r l<=
of which is shewn in figure 1.1. One's objective when
selecting an antenna is to choose one which developes a
major lobe that can be aligned with the azimuth to the out-
station and the TOA. Referring to the example radiation
pattern, 2 this antenna will oe adequate if the IOA is
between 15 and 45 degrees.
2 A11 radiation patterns presented in this thesis are
from antennas modeled over fair ground unless otherwise
stated.
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Figure 1.1 Dipole radiation pattern
(height = 1/2 wavelength)
lie chcsen antenna must he designed and constructed.
Cne must determine tie following in the design process:
1. How high and long the antenna snouid be.
2. how the antenna should be oriented-
3. what type of transmission line (if any) is needed.
4. fchat matching devices (baluns, transformers, cr
resistors) are needed and how to connect these.
In determining these specifications, in additi.cn tc the
propagation path paraiieters, cne must consider the physical
limitaticns at the local antenna site — area and materials
available.
During operations the most important task that the
communicator carries cut is the selection of the best avail-
able frequency for each hour of the day. Tnree factors are
considered when choosing the frequency. The operator should
choose:
14
a frequency over which the signal w_ii be attenuated
the least over the propagation path.
a zreguency on which the antenna will efficiently
radiate power in the desired direction (along the azimutn to
the cutstation and at the desired take-off angle)
.
a frequency over which the environmental noise level
at the receiver is lew.
E. EHGIMEEBING AIDS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE
Several engineering aids are available that the communi-
cator can use to engineer his EF linx.s.
1 . Propagation Path Ana ly sis
Ihe communicator can choose to use PHOPHEI or tasK
the Environmental Capability Analysis Center (ZCAC) to
obtain needed information about the propagation path.
a. PHOPHET
This is a stand alone micro-computer rased
program in .basic. fchile many different products can be
obtained, those of most interest to the operator are the
field strength plot, ray- trace, and environmental noise
report. [ Bef. 1 ]
) LL$.ld Str enqth Plot. From tnis product
(an example which is shown in Figure 1.2 ) one can determine
the test frequency tc operate on during each hour of the
day. The communicator would simply look, vertically down the
gra r h on the hour of operation and choose a frequency avail-
able which corresponds to the hignest signal power received.
The information considered in generating this plot includes
the antenna type and its radiation pattern. One can specify
any of seven antennas to the program but each is of a set
design and no allowance is made for the operator's need to
modify the antenna and its pattern for a particular link.
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(2) Ray-lr a ce. As may be noted in Figure 1.3,
one can obtain the 1CA and azimutn to the outstation from
this product. The arrow at the bottom of the graph indi-
cates the receiver location. In this example, the proper
TOA is 14 degrees. Cver a 24 hour operation period, a new
TOA is needed at least every two hours, so one should run
this nodule twelve tines.
(3) Environmental Noise Report. An example of
this report is shown in figure 1.4 Note that the total
noise indicated is for a specific time and frequency. Cne
would run this program for every two hour period and on each
frequency available to obtain ail the noise information
needed. [Pef. 2]
t. ECAC Reliability Report.
The communicator can request the reliability
report from the Environmental Compatibility Analysis Center
(ECAC) . In the request he should specify the local station
coordinates, outstation coordinates, radio power, and
antenna that he will employ. The report as shown in figure
1.5 from £Bef. 3:p 153] lists the reliability 3 of communica-
tions one should expect during each hour of the day across
the EF rand. Optiaum TOA is listed in the -right hand
column.
Reliability is the probability of obtaining the
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When using this report, the operator would Icok
horizontally accross the row for tie particular hour of
operaticr tc find the highest reliability. He would then
select an available frequency closest to the one at the top










1* 1982 TO MAY 31, 1982 10 CM FLUX 155.5 SUNSPOT 111.0
TO CAMP PfNDLETON MAG AZS MILES KM.
-15W 33-12-36N.117-15-21W 52.85,249.58 2566.0 4129.7
AIN .OH L
AIN .OH L
TR: C0ND= .0278 0IEL=15.00 RCVR: CONDr .0278 DIEL:15.00
3 MHZ N0ISE=-118.6D6U/H2 TIME: 90 PERCENT R SN = 4 8 . 00B *H 7
RELIABILI TIES
3.0 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5 15.0 17.5 20.0 25.0 30.0 A
N
G
01 18.2 - - - - -
.12 .24 .30 .30 .14 - 10.5
02 18 .2 - - - - .06 .23 .35 .38 .35 .15 - 10.5
03 • 1 7.8 - - -
.05 .28 .45 .50 .48 .38 .12 - 10.9
04 17.5 - - .10 .37 .60 .65 .64 .56 .37 .03 - 11.7
05 16.1 .15 .33 .51 .65 .77 .75 .69 .52 .24 _ _ 12.2
12.606 15.1 .53 .58 .64 .73 .82 .78 .67 .42 .12 - _
07 14 .6 .50 .54 .61 .71 .80 .78 .64 .35 .07 _ _ 13.008 14.0 .48 .52 .59 .70 .80 .76 .61 .31 .06 - - 13.0
09 13.7 .48 .51 .58 .69 .80 .74 .57 .26 .04 _ _ 13.2
10 13.2 .50 .54 .60 .70 .81 .73 .52 .19 .02 - _ 13.1
11 12.5 .56 .60 .64 . 73 .81 .70 .42 •10 _ _ _ 13.0
12 11.1 .61 .66 .69 • 7q • 77 .62 .31 .02 - - - 12.4
13 1 1.0 . 34 .49 .64 .72 .75 .60 .29
.01 - _ _ 12.0
14 12.0 - .01 .35 .60 .71 .62 .42 .13 - - _ 11 .s
15 12.4 - - -
.29 .58 .55 .42 .1 7 - _ _ 11 .0
16 14.6 — - - .01 .28 .43 .42 .27 .12 .01 - 11.0
17 16.3 - - - -
.02 .26 .34 .31 .22 .05 _ 10.8
18 16.9 - - - - -
.16 .24 .26 .22 .06 - 10.8
19 17.2 - - - - -
.05 .18 .22 .21 .07 .01 11.1
20 24.4 - - - - -
.03 .15 .20 .22 .07 - 16.5
21 25 .3 — - - - -
.02 .13 . 1 9 .23 .10 .01 16.8
22 25.7 - - - - -
.02 .13 .19 .24 .12 .01 16.7
23 18.6 - - - - -
.03 .14 .21 .25 . 1 3 .01 11.3
24 18.2 - - - - -
.04 .17 .24 .27 .13 - 10.8
Figure 1-5 fieliatility Report from ECAC.
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This single report contains all the information
which would have to he compiled from the three Prophet prcd-
ucts discussed above. Althougn ECAC*s report is .better, cne
cast allow days between request and receipt.
2- Antenna analysis,
Cne may use one of three methods to determine the
radiation patterns of antennas — Numerical Electromagnetics
Code (NEC) developed at the lawrence Livermore Laboratory
for large computer installations, MININEC a cut down version
of NEC written in basic for microcomputer analysis and the
Accessible Antenna Package (APACK) another microcomputer
based program developed for ECAC,
a- Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC)
The technigue used to analyze the antennas in
NEC is the Method of Moments (MOM) . In the ' program the
functional electromagnetic field equations are reduced to a
set of equations that can be handled in a straight-forward
fashion using matrix manipulation on a digital computer
[fief. UJ. This method is used for modeling the antenna and
its immediate envircnment. first the input impedance an i
current distribution en the antenna are found, from this the
antenna caii. and radiation pattern can ne determined. The
NEC program provides performance estimates on antennas in
free space, over perfectly conducting ground or finite
conducting ground which is a good approximation to the true
field condition. [Ref- 5]
t, MINI NEC
The most commonly used options in NEC are avail-
able in MININEC. [fief. 6] It cannot estimate radiation
patterns over finite ground.
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c. Accessible Antenna Package (APACK)
This is a set of su.br outines which evaluate
analytic expressions to determine trie radiation patterns of
several wire antennas. The routines can evaluate antenna
modeled in free space, over perfect conducting and finite
conducting ground. The routines can re installed in a
microcomputer. [Ref. 7]
C. STUD* OBJECTIVES
Propagation analysis, antenna design, and freguency
selection are skills tna t reguire detailed training to
master. Although several computer based tools are avail-
able, the outputs of eacn must be analyzed and fed to otncrs
and only a skilled communicator can apply the information
and engineer a reliable communications link.
lie objective of this study is to develop a microcom-
puter based program which combines the capanilities of
propagation path analysis, antenna design and freguency
selection. It will reguire only a limited amount of input,
listed in tasle 1 and its output will ne instructicr.s o::
antenna construction and freguency useage.
The program can be divided into two distinct areas.
Chapter II covers the first area -- propagation path and
noise analysis. The procedure for carrying out this anal-
ysis is shewn in the flow chart of figure 1.6 The second
area, antenna design and evaluation is discussed in Chapter
III; figures 1-7 and 1.8 show tne processes developed in
that Chapter-
Chapters II and III cover the computer algorithm in a
general manner and the theory neniad the processes are
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1. Print S/N Table for vMp
2. Print TO* for eacn rvxr
3. Design an Antenna
































2. Prfnt S/N on Antenna CnoTce
3. Modify Antenna Choice
4. Plot Radiation Pattern of
antenna choice





















Figure 1.8 Flowchart of antenna design and analysis.
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II. PROPAGATION PATH AMD NOISE ANALYSIS ALGORITHMS
Within this algorithm all times are local unless other-
wise indicated. The local station is referred to as the
transmitter and the receiver is the outstation.
The term logarithmic frequencies refers to 9 frequencies
logarithmically distributed between 2 and 32 Mhz. Each
frequency is determined using equation 2.1 where I is
indexed from 2 to 10.
f = SQRT (2**1) (2.1)
A. COMPOTE ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE AT THE RECEIVING STATION
The environmental noise is computed for the nine loga-
rithmic frequencies during each hour of the day at the
receiver. Sailor's [ Ref . 2] noise model is employed to
obtain the noise values. This model considers the external
noise as being composed of three types -- atmospheric,
galactic and man-made.
Atmospheric noise usually dominates below 30 Mhz. It is
a function of season, location, time of day and frequency.
Galactic noise may contribute if the noise at the
frequency cf operation can penetrate the ionosphere. The
cut off frequency is determined from the Maximum Useable
frequency Frequency 4 (MUF) corresponding to the Sunspot
number (SSN) . If galactic noise will contribute to the
external noise level on the logarithmic frequency then the
median galactic noise is calculated.
^Signals transmitted on frequencies above the MUF will
pass through the ionosphere.
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Man-irade noise calculations are based on the level spec-
ified by the operator to fall into one of six categories
that are defined in [Eef. 8] and f>elow;
Rural— locations where land useage
is primarily for agricultural
or sinilar pursuits, and dwellings
are not more than one every five acres.
Eesidential-ary area used predominantly
for single or multiple family dwellings
with a density of at least two family
units per acre and no large or busy
highways.
Business— any area fchere tne predominant
useage throughout the area is
for any ty^e of business
(e.g., shopping centers,
main streets, or highways
lined v.ith various business
enterprises, etc.)
Shipboard—Aboard ship, noise is
considered equivalent to business




Eacfc of the three types of noise — Atmospheric (Na)
,
Galactic (Ng) and Mar-made (Nm) are expressed in terms of
decibels of respective noise power to the thermal noise
density at the outstation. for example the value of Na is
given by equation 2.2, where k is Boltzman's constant and T
is the absolute temperature (rccm temperature is 290 degrees
Kelvin) . Ihe three sources of noise are combined to form a
single ncise figure (I) in equation 2.3
28
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) (2.3)
B. COMPUTE POWER OF SIGNAL RECEIVED.
Field strength of the received signal is computed for the nine
logarithmic frequencies. This process is repeated for each hour of the
day. Calculations are made using Martin's [Ref. 1] Field strength module.
Damboldt's equation (equation 2.4 (derived in [Ref. 9]) provides the field
strength (F) at the antenna in microvolts/meter; given the free space field
strength (Fo) , Maximum useable frequency (MUF=fm) Lowest Useable Frequency
(LUF=fl) and frequency of
F (1 - f^xl)
F = —= - where: I = (F./F ) + (F/F ) (2.4)
_Z „z I m m
F + F,
m 1
operation (f ) . Free space field strength is computed using equation 2.5
given transmitted power in watts (P) and path
Fo = 20 Log
10
(300000 /p/R) (2.5)
length in kilometers (R) . Equation 2.6 relates F to the signal power (S)
at the receiver relative to kTo. In this equation n, is free space
impedance (120 * pi) with units of ohms, Aeff is the effective aperture
of the antenna given by equation 2.7 and GdBi equals the antenna gain over
an isotropic radiator.




- ZF-IZC% + As„ - lOL^jKTj < 2 ' 6)
Aeff= GJ*; ^l°^jK^n) (2.7)
C. CCMPCTE SIGNAL TC NOISE RATIO
Using equation 2.8 the signal to noise ratio is computed
for each of the logarithmic frequencies for each hour cf the
day, the results are stored in the matrix variable
S/N_RATIC_CN_LOG_FRECu'ENCIES. By interpolating between
adjacent logarithmic frequencies a signal to noise figure is
computed for the available frequencies and the results of
this process are stored in the matrix variable
S/N = S-V • (2.8)
S/N_RAIIC_0N_AVAILA5iE_FREQ UENCIE5. An example of the
latter table is listed in table 2,
E. DETERMINE TAKE-OIE ANGLES
Given the ionosphere layer neignt and great circle
distance the TOA is determined using table 3 (derived from
[Ref. 10 ). ] The height is obtained from a process
Martin used in his Ray Trace module. Ref. 1 Ijn
the process, the height is calculated at seven points along
the propagation path; tne value used in the program is the
average cf those heights calculated.
E. DETERMINE THE DESIGN FREQUENCY AND ANTENNA TOA.
Three design freguencies are determined in this process.
The first is the best frequency for which highest S/N is
predicted at midday, the second design frequency is the best
30
at Midnight, aud the third is the average or the best

























3 10 11 14 14 1 -33
4 5 8 13 13 -34
5 5 11 12 2 -35
6 -8 -7 3 10 2 -37
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11 -30 -25 -13 -11 2
.....
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A N £ 650 15 24 30 36 42 45 43 54 57
N I i
C E 445 24 33 42 45 51 57 oO o3 66 i
E E j
S
2000 3 3 6 9 12 15 15 18 ie
1370 6 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33
945 9 15 21 27 30 33 39 42 42
3
3C5 33 42 51 57 60 66 69 6 9 72
210 42 54 oO 66 69 72 75 75 78
145 57 66 72 75 75 73 81 31 81
100 66 72 75 78 81 81 81 84 84
Analysis is first carried out on the 3/N values ior the
logarithmic frequencies. Ine best frequency for each hcur
of operation is determined and their average is calculated.
Cne can assume that the best frequency will be low (ielov
tae average value) at night and high during the day. A low
to high transition cf best freguency through the average
value indicates the time is dawn; a high to low transition
indicates time is dusk. The time halfway between dawn and
dusk is taken to be midday; and midnight is halfway between
dusk and dawn.
An available freguency closest to the best logarithiic
freguency at midday is chosen as the first design freguency;
similarly the second design freguency is chosen at midnight.
The available freguency closest to the average value is
cnosen as the third design freguency.
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The program bases initial anteuna designs on the
antenna-IOA which is also calculated in this routine. It is
simply the preferred 10A at the time oi dawn.
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III. AJTENNA EESIGN AN£ EVALUATION ALGORITHM
A. GINEEAI
Output from that portion ox the algorithm covered in the
last chapter is required as input into the antenna design
and evaluation processes. Initial design on ail the
antennas will be cased on the design frequencies and interna
take-cff angle previously determined. As a measure to eval-
uate eacii antenna a signal to noise table
(S/N_BAIIG_CN_ANIENNA) will he developed by adding the
antenna gain (at the TOA and along the azimuth to the out-
staticn) tc the corresponding (frequency and hour) value in
the table -- S/N_EAIIO_CN_AV AILABLE_FE£QUENCIES. Ihe
S/N_EAIIC_GN_ANTENNA table will be of the same format as
table 2.
For the whip S/N_EATIO_ON_ANTE:iNA is automatically
generated immediately after the propagation fdtn and noise
analysis is complete. A ne u S/N_EATI0_0N_AN1£NNA will auto-
matically be generated immediately after other antennas are
designed cr modified. These 5/N_fiAII0_0N_ANI, ENNA tarles
should be compared tc determine the benfits of constructing
each antenna.
Several options are available to the operator for design
and evaluation on four antennas -- lonjwire, dipole, half-
square and vee . Each antenna is nandled by the urogram in a
unique manner. In the following presentation the procedures
for designing and evaluating each antenna will be covered in
a separate section. Example instructions for the construc-
tion and use of each antenna appears in Appendix C.
Appendix A describes the computer models and procedures





figure 3. 1 Longwire Antenna Field Configuration.
1 . Gen era l.
figure 3.2 depicts the one dimensional radiation
pattern cf a Longwire antenna in freespace. The number of
lobes and the magnitude of the main lobe increase with an
increase 6 in the length of the wire. [fief. 11: pp. 7-1,7-3]
Also the angle (wave angle) between the center of tne main
lobe and the antenna decreases as the length of the wire is
increased. One can determine the waveangle for a given
length (in wavelengths) by using the aid depicted in Figure
3.3 .
lo obtain the three dimensional radiation pattern
one would rotate the pattern of figure 3.2, around the
6 In this context increase in the numner of wavelengths.
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Figure 3.2 Longwire radiation pattern in free space.
antenna axis. In sc doing a line through the center of the
main lobe would trace out a hcllow cone as shown in Figure
3.4.
Ihe half cone depicted in Figure 3.5 represents
(approximately) the location of the main iobe wnen the long-
wire is counted horizontally over ground. For best communi-
cation a portion of the mainlobe should be aliened with the
path (along the azinuth and at the desired take-off angle)
to the outstation. lo accomplish this, one must orient the








Figure 3.3 Aid to determine wave angle given the longwire
length.
measurement egual tc the orientation angle. The law of
cosines as specified in equation 3. 1 can be used tc calcu-
late this argle.
2 . Cesi qn
Ihrcughout the design process the longwire will ne
optimized to perform lest on the best frequency
fDESIGN_IBE* (3) ) during the time of dusk and dawn and for
the desired take-off angle at dawn (A NTENNA_TOA) .
a. Dimensions
0) Heijght. Each end of the longwire should
be erected as high as possible. The end closest to the
radio will be set at the tallest mast (Mast ( 1) ) height and
the far end will be set at the next tallest mast (Mast (2))
height.
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Figure 3-4 Main lore trace (3 dimensional) for longwire.
(2) Length. Cne should construct tue longwire
as lone as possible to obtain the highest gain. Haxinum
length is determined by first considering the desired
take-off angle; the antenna should be sufficiently short
that the take-off angle is less than or egual to the wave
angle, otherwise regardless of the antenna orientation the
main lobe will under shoot the path trace to the outstation.
The second criteria for establishing the
maximun length, is the actual length of wire available and
length of the operation site.
Given the maximum length of the longwire,
the electrical length can be determined^. A single wave-
length is calculated using eguation 3.2. The variable FACTOR
38
(Half ccne represent ing the main lobe trace 01 a
longwire erected over ground.;
Figure 3.5 Longwire orientation diagram.
0RI2NTA1ICN ANGLE= (3.1)
Srccs (Cos (WAVE_ANGLE)/Cos (TAKE_OFF_ANGLZ)
)
is determined by equation 3.3 if the antenna wire is
'HD-l/ll'. 7 For copter or phosphur bronze antenna wire,
FACTC* eguals 984.
WAVELENGTH = F ACTOB/LESIG N_FEEQUSNCY (3.2)
7 lhis formula was determined experimentally.
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FACTOR = 973 - (. 328*DESIGN_fSEQUENCE) (3.3)
It is desired that the electrical length
le an cdd multiple of a quarter wavelength minus five
percent ior end effects (e.g., 1.2, 1-7, 2.2, 2.1, etc.) .
At these lengths the radio will most easily tune to the
antenna.
1. Orientaticn
Once the electrical length of the antenna is
known, the wave angle can te determined from figure 3.3 and
the orientation angle in turn can he calcuiatea using figure
3.5 and eguation 3.2 The azimutn along which the antenna
should te aligned is the azimutn to tne outstation plus or
iiinus the orientation angle.
c- Terminating Resistor
If a 3CG-6Q0 ohm resistor is available it can be ccrne-cted
betw€€n the far end ci the lor.gwire and a ground stake. The
resistcr must be rated to dissipate at least 1/3 of tne
output pcwer of the transmitter. One might additionally
connect a counterpoise (a wire) between the radio ground and
the lew end of the terminating resistor. The resistor will
cause four major changes to the antenna's characteristics:
(1) The input impedance of the antenna will increase tc
300-6C0 chms.
(2) The antenna will te broader banded making it poseitle
for the radio to easily tune to many more frequencies.
(3) The radiated pcwer in the major lobe will decrease by
approximately 2 dB.
(4) The antenra will poorly transmit and receive signals
to and frcm the rear.
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3- flodixica tions
After the Iongwire is initially designed the program
accepts iris tractions to reset the height of each end, the
antenna length, and/cr the azimuth along which the antenna
will be aligned. After each modification tne program
reevaluates communications.
4 - Radiation patterns
Gain data is stored for longwires .125, .25, .45,
.75 and 1.5 wavelengths above the ground, and for I, 2, 3,
4, 6 and 8 wavelengths long. Ihe pattern data for each
model represents 11 vertical cuts through the calculated
pattern, with a cut taken every 3 degrees from out to 30
off the vertical plane passing through the wire axis.
Ihe program retrieves the particular pattern data
for the iongwire which most closely approximates the dimen-
sions of the one designed for the link, and the cut within
the pattern data corresponds to the angle which apprcxina tes
the orientation angle.
5 . Antenn a teed
Ihe input imcedance of the Iongwire antenna (when it
is an odd multiple of one guarter wavelengtn long) is
between 100 and 200 ohms if the antenna is unterminated,
otherwise it is between 300 and 500 ohms. This antenna is
usually connected directly to tne output of the radio
coupler, an impedance matching device. Ir the antenna is to
be fed with a coaxial cable (characteristic impedance is
50-75 chms) , then a 4: 1 transformer is needed between the
coaxial cable and the antenna when the Iongwire is unteriri-






















Figure 3-6 Dipole antenna Field configuration.
1 . Gen era l
Figure 3.7 depicts the radiation pattern of the
dipole ic free space. A dipole constructed 1/2 wavelength
above ground would create the radiation pattern of figure
3.8. Note from figure 3.8 b) that if the take-off angle to
the outstation is between 10 and 50 degrees (distance tc the
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Figure 3.7 Radiation pattern of dipole in free space.
When tne antenna is constructed close to ground the
majority of the power is reflected upward. This is mcreso
true if the antenna is less tnan 1/4 wavelength high.
figure 3.9 depicts the radiation pattern of a dipcle 1/10
wavelength above ground. It will enhance communications if
the take-off angle tc the outstation is between 50 and 90
degrees-
Comparing figure 3.8 a) and Figure 3.9 a), one may
note that a dipcle constructed for longhaul communications
(greater than 400 kilometers) is bidirectional while one for
shorthaul is essentially omnidirectional. [fief. 12]
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Figure 3.8 Dipole radiation pattern
(height = 1/2 wavelength).
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Figure 3-9 Dipole xadiaticn pattern
(height = 1/10 wavelength)
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The dipole is a hignly selective antenna. From
table 4 [Ref. 13: p. 21] one can see that a dipole operated
en a frequency just 11 percent .below or 6 percent above the









0. 9 8F or 1.01F 89
0. 96F or 1.02F 75
0. 94F or 1.04F 64
0. 92F or 1 . 5F 56
0.89F or 1.06F 49
0.87F or 1.07F 44














Fower radiated by a dipole connected to a
100 watt transmitter operated on frequencies
around the design frequency.
2 . resign
In the design processes the dipole is optimized for
the test frequency (EFSIGN_FBEQUENCY ( 3) ) during the tine of
dusk and dawn and fci the desired take-off angle at dawn.
limensicrs cf two otter dipoles are determined: one set is
for DFSIGN_FEEQUEKCY (1) for day operations and
EESIGN_FfcE£UENCY (2) fcr the night.
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a. Dimensions
0) Height. For links where the take-off
angle is less than 50 degrees, the heignt of the antenna is
set fcy the shorter of the two tallest masts (height or MAST
(2) ) . If the take-off angle is greater than 50 degrees
three heights are found, each is set as the lesser of 1/10
of a wavelength (on the three design frequencies) anc the
height of Hast (2) .
(2) lencth. Three antenna lengths are found
one for each of the three design frequencies.
(3) Orientation. Proper orientation of the
antenna is 90 degrees off the azimuth to the outstaticn.
There is some leeway in the manner the dipole is oriented.
If the take-off angle is less than 50 decrees then the
dipole is tidirecticnal and the antenna must be properly
oriented plus or minus 40 degrees. When the take-oif angle
is greater than 50 degrees the dipole is omnidirectional and
thus it may be oriented along any azimuth.
3 - Hod ific a ti pns
After the dipcle is first designed fcy the computer
it accepts instructions to reset tne design xreguencies
and/or the height cf the antenna. On the new design
frequencies tne program recalculates the antenna length and
height (if it is not already reset by the operator). Ihe
communications link is then reevaluated and the results of
the modifications can he detected in the taile
S/N_CN_ANIENNA.
4 • Eadiation patterns
Gain data is stored for the dipole erected at
heights cf .125, .25, .45, 0.75 and 1-50 wavelengths. The
pattern data for each model is a single vertical cut through
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the center of the jaic Io.be. The program retrieves the
pattern data for tie modeled dipole which is closest irs
height tc the one designed for the link.
5- Antenna Feed
The input impedance or the dipole is approximately
60 ohms so a 50 ohm transmission line (coaxial camie) can be
used between the radic and the antenna. Although the dipole
is a balanced antenna and the coaxial cahle is an unbalanced
transmission line, a balun (balanced to unbalanced trans-
former) shculd not be used 6 between the two; the cuter
shield cf the coaxial cable should be connected to cne
dipole element and the inner conductor of the cable tc the
ether element.
E. HAlF-SgOABE
1 . Gen era l
Figure 3.11 depicts the radiation pattern of the
half-sguare at 10 degrees above tne horizon. the predomi-
nance cf power radiated is vertically polarized so the angle
between the main lobe and the horizon is less than the ether
antennas (which radiate horizontally polarized signals)
discussed in this chapter. This antenna is ideal for laag
haul communications ; for these links the desired TO A is
small. [Eef. 15]
Because this antenna is relatively small it is
simpler than others tc erect. A disadvantage though is that
it is narrow banded like the dipole. A difrerent half-
square must be cut for each frequency of operation.
8 Tests using an airborne transmitter have shown that
balanced and unbalanced horizontal naif-wave dipole antennas
have similar radiation patterns. £ Ref . 14]
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Figure 3.10 Ealf-sguare field configuration.
2. res ign
In the design process the half square will te opti-
mized for the best frequency (DESIGN_PREQUENCY (3)
)
at the
time cf dusk and dawn- Dimensions of two other half-sguares
will alsc te determined: one set is for DESIGN_FREQUENCY (1)
































figure 3.11 Half- square radiation pattern.
a. Dimensions.
The height of the antenna is set to be the shor-
test of the two tallest masts (MAST (2) ) . Length of the down
legs is 1/4 wavelength 9 and the length of the cross member
is 1/2 wavelength. Ind effects snould not r>e considered in
the Calculations. 10
9 fcavelength is determined using eguation 3.2
10 In field experiments the half-square was found to
resonate when the dimensions were calculated using the same
factor as for the longwire.
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t. Orientation
Proper orientation of the antenna is 90 degrees
off the azimuth to the outstation (broadside) . One can oe
off in the crientatica by plus or minus 35 degrees.
3- flodiiica tions
Ihe operator is given the option tc change only the
design frequencies.
4. fiad iat ion Pattern
Gain data is stored for a single version of the
half-sguare. The same pattern data is used to characterize
the haif-sguare en all fregUencies.
5 . Ant enn a Feed
ihe input impedance of the half sguare is approxi-
mately 50 ohms £fief. 16 ] so a coaxial transmissior line can
he used tetween the radio and the antenna.
E. VIE
1 - Genera l
Ihe vee antenna is merely a combination of two long-
wires, the patterns of which combine to form a single la^or
lobe of tiie shape shewn in figure 3.13.
2 . Lesion
a. Dimensions
In so far as the determination of the vee dimen-
sions are concerned, procedures described under "Lcngwire"
above aptly.
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Figure 3. 12 Vee antenna field Configuration.
t. Orientation
The vee should be oriented such that the azimuth
to the outstation bisects the apex angle.
c. Apex angle
To determine the apex angle one snoaid determine
the orientation angle for a single longwire and tren
nultiplv this value by two.
d. Terminating Resistor
If two 300-600 onm resistors are
available they can be connected between
the far end of the antenna legs and ground
stakes. The resistors must be rated to dissipate at least
1/3 of the output power of the transmitter. The resistor
will cause four major changes to the antenna's characteris-
tics
(1) lie input impedance of the antenna will increase to
300-600 ohms.
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figure 3.13 Badiation pattern of the Vee-
(2) Tie antenna will be broader handed making it jcssible
for the radio to easily tune to many more frequencies.
(3) The radiated power in the major lobe will decrease by
approximately 2 dB.
(4) lie antenna will poorly transmit and receive signals
to and from the rear.
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- • Modifies, tions
She operator is provided the option to alter the
basic design of the Vee by changing the apex angle, leg
length and/or the antenna height at either end of the
antenna.
**« Fadiatron Pat terns
Gain data is stored for the 30 combinations of
height and length previously indicated for the longwire. A
third dimension (apex angle) is added to the matrix of
combinations for the vee; the values of tae apex angle are
23, 2S t 43, 51 and 60 degrees.
5 • Antenna Feed
Ihe input impedance of the unterminated vee antenna
is between 200 and UCC ohms and and a vee terminated into a
resistor has an input impedance between 300 and 600 chins.
Another feed consideration is that the antenna is balanced
(the two fed elements are the same electrically). This
antenna is usually connected to the radio through a ccaxiai
cable, an unbalanced transmission line whose characteristic
impedance is 50-75 ohms. To transform the impedance a 4:1




IV. CONCLUSIONS £$D RECOMMENDATIONS
A. GENERAL
The program developed ir this stud}' processes a limited
amount of raw information into the instructions an operator
needs to set-up and maintain an HP skywave communications
link. Iricr to this; propagation path, noise ana take-off
angle information has been available from a microcomputer
based system (PfiOPHEl) in three seperate reports and fiom
ECAC in a single report, but only a well trained and experi-
enced operator could make full use of these. Antenna design
programs (specifically NEC) which take into consideration
finite conducting ground are limited to large computer
systens and are not available to the general user. This
program ties all these capabilities into a single tool.
The program is written in algorithmic language making it
possible to easily ccnvert to any programming language on
any system.
This is only the first iteration of a solution. Eirst
improvements to the program should include an upaate in the
antenna data base to include the effects on the iongwire and
vee radiation patterns when ground stakes are employed.
Also, the take-off angle look-up table {also with the data
base) should be updated based on reports published after
£Ref. 10].
Other recommendations related to computer applications
in communications engineering follows.
B. NEW COMPUTER PROCUREMENT
An investigation should be initiated to identify a new
standard computer for communicators. Characteristics should
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induce; ligJit.neig.bt, inexpensive (less than $3,000-00),
64K cf RAH, battery operation, inte-rai secondary storage
capability (tape preferred) , and at least 40 column hardccpy
printout. A graphics capability is desireacle rut rot
required.
Distribution of the computer should be to all units with
the reguirecent to establish skywave H? circuits.
Future program development as describes below say
justify this need.
C. CCMP0TEE AIDED ANTENNA DESIGN AND FREQUENCY SELECTION
EASED CN ECAC PBEEICTIONS
The program developed during this study is bastd on a
microcomputer analysis of propagation. As sucn the consid-
erations are limited to a small number of variables and
should re considered a first approximation. A higher crder
approximation can be obtained from ECAC. Their reliability
report, an example cf which is shown in Tanie 1.5 can he
used as input tc a program that can carry out the process,
descrired below. It is similar to the computer aided design
(CAD) program of this thesis.
1. Design frequencies would be chosen for the three
periods cf day, night and transition (dawn/dusk) .
2. An antenna would be designed based on the design
frequencies, and lirk parameters— dimensions of the antenna
site and materials available.
3. Ihe reliabilities would be adjusted to taKe into
account the gain of the antenna designed.
4. An output report would be generated similar to
that cf the present CAD program. The format of the opera-
































































































Operator's reliability table for link between Kaneohe,
Ha and Camp Courtney, Okinawa. The link was active
1100-22 Kanibetween teohe local time.
D- CCMP0TEE AIDED DESIGN ON THE ADPE-FMF (GREEN MACHINE)
Up to this point, the discussion has been limited tc the
development of programs written in BASIC programming
language. The program as described in paragraph A. 2 abcve
can be written in COBOL which is a language the Green
Machine can process. Ihis researcher has already imple-
mented a version of the program in COBOL on the IBM 3032 at
NPS.
It is recommended that the program as described in para-
graph A. 2 above be implemented on tne Green Machine and
distributed for communicators* use.
E. CCMP0TEB AIDED IESIGN USING ECAC* S ACCESSIBLE ANTENNA
PACKAGE
The Accessible Antenna Package (APACK) £Eef. 7] is a set
of computer subroutines which may be used to determine the
radiation patterns of several wire antennas. In that the
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routines of APACK wculd be implemented on a microcomputer
the patterns they generate will not be as accurate as can be
computed using the larger NEC (NEC was used to generate the
data base in the ^resent CAD program) . In some cases trough
the patterns computed by each program will be similar.
It is recommended that the APACK routines for the long-
wire, vee, and dijcle be acguired and that the patterns
generated by these be compared to NEC results. The APACK
routines should then be included in the present CAD program
and used to generate pattern data in those cases there the
results are sufficiently accurate.
F. CCMPUTEE AIDED ANTENNA DESIGN FOE GfiCONDWAVE
CCHflUNICATIONS
MegateJc*s [Eef. 17] grcundwave analysis program can be
used to determine signal strength loss over various types of
terrain, on frequencies of 2-75 MHz and for horizontally
(40-75 MHz) and vertically polarized radio waves.
Fcrther development might include tne automation or the
basic radio plan (fcr radio nets using groundwave)
.
An
operator wculd enter his list of frequencies available,
radios available, breakdown of the nets required, and the
location of the units on tne nets. The computer would tien
deter cine best use cf frequencies and recommend radios and
antennas to be used bv each station of each net.
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APPENDIX A
NEC CCMPOTEfi ANTENNA MODELS
£. EAIA S1BOCTURE.
Ihc data necessary to represent the radiation patterns
for each antenna is stored in the tape file- Each group or
2Q numbers in the file represents a vertical cut through a
radiation pattern with gain values from 3 to 84 degrees
zenith.
Only a single vertical cut represents the pattern for
each variation of the whip, vee, dipole and nalf-sjuare for
the fcllcwing reasons;
-The whip and shorthaul dipole are omnidirectional
and so a single vertical cut can represent tae patter.* xn
all directions.
-Proper orientation of the vee is such that the
azimuth to the outstation bisects the apex; the dipcle (for
longhaul applications) and half sguare should he orieuted
iroadside tc the direction of the outstation; and sc the
single cut along the direction of maximum radiation is the
only pcrtion of the pattern needed for analysis cf tnese
antennas.
A total of eleven vertical cuts are needed to represent
the patterns for each iongwire variation- Tue longwire,
unlike tie other antennas, should be oriented differently
based on its electrical dimensions; gain along any of tne
azimutnal angles (out to 30 degrees off the azimuth tc the
outstaticn) may be reguired for analysis.
To ortain the data for the file, a specified number of
variations cf each antenna were modeled on NEC and these
appear below- The antennas are modeled over fair conducting
OS
soil (Epsilcn = 10, Sigma = 0.003). Values of total gain
(combined vertical and horizontal polarized power) is stored
in th€. data files.
Per the longwire and the whip the computer model
includes a metal box that is the same approximate size of a
jeep nod}' (e.g., a MEC-138). The box is represented by a
wire grid as shown in figure A.l and the data generating the
box is listed in table 6 This box does not appear in the
models of the vee or half-square because these antennas are
fed through a coaxial cable (unlike the longwire and whip)
and thus the body vehicle carrying tne radio will have
minimal effect on the radiation pattern.




























































































































e around 2- ax is
to meters
E. SKIP MODEL
The whip was modeled as shown in figure A. 2. An example data
set used to generate this model is listed in table 7. A
version of the data was run on the frequencies iisted in the
table 8 and the patterns were stored in files corresponding
to the electrical length at each frequency.
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Pigure A.2 Jeep mounted whip antenna (NEC model).
C. 1CMGSIEE aODEL
A ccmputer model cf the iongwire is shown in figure A.
3
and an example cf the data generating this model is listed
in tafle S.
Eased on the experiences cf this researcher the limiting
physical diaensicns cf the longwire are:
10« < Height < 60*
80» < length < 500'
These translate to the folowing electrical dimensicns over
the HI tand-
0.125 wavelengths < Height < 1-5 wavelengths
1 wavelength < Length < 8 wavelengths
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TABLE 7
NEC data (sample) to generate Hhip radiation patterns
CE
GW 1,15, 0,0-0, 0,0,32, THE HHIP
GC 0,0, 1,. 125,-01 TAPERED FROM 3" D. TO 1/2" D.
GM 0,0 t 0,0,0, 0,0,3.83< 001.001 UP TO FD PNT ON JEEP(Lata ircm 6 is placed in this location)
GS 1 FEET TO METERS
GE 1
GN 2,C,0,0, 10,. 003 FAIR SCMMEBFELD GROUND
EX 0,1,1 FEED BOTTOM SEGMENT
FR 0,C,0,0, 3.9
PI 3,1,0-3
RP 0,91,1,1000, 0,0,1 VERT PATI, 0-90 D2* EL ANGLE
TABLE 8 j
Frequencies ard electrical lengths of the whip
(modeled on NEC;
Length in Wavelengths j
0.125 C.250 0.375 0.5 0.625 0.75 0.375 1.0 i
3.S 7.7 11.6 15 19.0 23 27.0 30 J
Frequency in Megahertz i
Tie frequencies the longwire can be built to operate on
are listed in table 10 for each combination of
electrical height aid length.
Tc reduce the conplexity of the program runs, only two
frequencies of design were considered. For longwire varia-
tions fcith heights less than 0.50 wavelengths and lengths
less than 4 wavelengths the longwire' s physical diaersicns
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Figure A. 3 Longwixe connected to a jeep (NEC Model)
HEC data (sample)
TABLE 9


















L = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, & 8 LAMBDA
H = .125, .250, .45, .75, 1.5 LAMBDA
17 MHZF = 5.3 £
PATTERNS: THETA CUTS OF 28 VALUES
3 10 84 DEGREES, EVEEY 3 DEGREES
11 PHI VALUES















100. 0.0,87. 463,0,87. HORIZONTAL RUN
0, 1.0055.. 002666, .002666 VARIAELE SEGMENTS
3c, 0,0-87, -10,0,3.83, DOWNLEAD TO JEEF
0, 1.,.UQ5,.1 TAPERED EADIUS
ircm 6 is placed in this location)














3 4 i3 ij
E . 125 2--30 4--30 6--30 12--3 16--30 16--30
N -25 4--30 4--30 6-30 8--30 12 -3 16-30
G .45 7.3--30 7.3--30 7.3--30 8-30 12--30 16-30
T .75 12--30 12--30 12--30 12--30 12--30 16-3C
H 1.50 24--30 24--30 24--30 2 4--30 24--30 24-30
were fcased on a frequency of 5.3 MHz. All other models were
tased on a frequency cf 17 MHz. The antenna dimensions of
the models are shown in table 11
The cata is stored according to the following Heirarchy:
Orientation off of horesight
Electrical length
Electrical Height
Vertical Cut (28 points)
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TABLE 11
Physical dimensions j(l, H) of longvire NSC models and








































































































l=length in feet, H= height in feet
f=freguency in MHz
Electrical length and Height are in wavelengths
E. DIPCIE MODE1
Ihe cnly variation of the dipoie is in height values,
Wiiich are; 0.125, C.250, 0.45, 0.75 and 1.5 wavelengths.
Ihe design frequency of the irodel is 9.3 KHz (logai ithuic
isean f€t*een 3 and 30 MHz) . In that the KZC model of the
dipoie is simple, it is not illustrated in this secricn.
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I. HALF-S£OASE HODEI
A single configuration cf the half square was nodeied on
a xreguency of 9.3 nHZ. The data producing the radiation
pattern cf the half-sguare is listed in tatie 12
Figure A. H Balf-Sguare (HEC Model)
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TABIE 12







L = .5 1 AMBDA
H = .25 IAK3DA
F = 9.3 MHZ
PA m TERNS ; TO
CM
j CM T ; 90 DEG. IN THETA
I CI
Gfi 1,9, 0,-26, 0« C,26,0, .00266o DIPCLE
GM 0,0, 0,0, 0, 0.0.26.4, 001.003 HEIGHT
GH 2, 4, 0,0,. 1, 0.C, 26. 4. .002666 THE VERTICAL 1EG
GM 1,0, 0,0,0, 0,2-6.0. 002.002 MOVE TO ONE END
| GM 0,1, 0,0,0, 0,-52,0, .002.002 ANOTHER ENI CNE J
| GS 1 FEr.T TO METERS j
I GI 1 j
| GN 2,C,0,0, 10,. 003 SO/i.iEEEELD GRCUaDJ








There are three dimensions to the permutation table for
the Vee — height, length, and apex angle. Variations of
height and length are tie same as for the longwire listed in
table 11 Ecr each height and length, five apex angles are
considered — 33, 39, 45, 51 and 60 degrees. A sample of
tne data used to generate the radiation patterns for the vee
is listed in table 12.













































NIC data (sample) to generate Vee radiation patterns


















= 1/ 2, 3, 4,
= .125, .250,










,16.5, 0,1,0, 001.001 ROTATE HALF ANGLE
,0, 0,1,0, .002066 HALF OF HID
,0, 0,0,2b, 001.003 RAISE TO PROPER HEIGHT













A. S03ECOTINE CALLIKG STBUCTOBE
GCEAZ
GENEEA1E_N0ISE-TAEIE




































































ANT EN NA_AZIMUTH (2) Azimuth along which each artenna
element nay be aligned
ANTENEA_GAIN (28) Gain of the antenna along a vertical
cut starting at 3 degrees arove the horizon and ending at 84
degrees, values are at every 3 degrees.
ANTENNA_EEIGHT (3) Height of each end of the antenna
A2»TENNA_£EIGHT ( 1)=Height of half-sguare, iongwire or vee
(whichever of these has heen chosen for design)
.
ANTENNA_EEIGHT (1 :3) = heights of 3 dipoles designed for
DESIGN_FEEQ (1: 3) if the dipole was cnosen ror design.
ANTENNA_IZNGTH (3) Length of the antenna or. three
different design freguencies.
BATE (3j DATE (1) =Year,DATE (2) =Month ,DA1E (3) =Day,
All "valu are 2 digits. Date the link will take place.
IESIGN_EPEQ (3) Best frequencies (those which have
the highest signal to noise ratio at the receiver) for
Midday, Midnight, and Dusk/Cawn.
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IlELD_SlBEHGTd (24, 9) ....Received field strength in dEm at the
outstaticn during each hour ex the day on 9 frequencies
logarithmically distributed netween 2 and 32 MHz.
ERE Q_ A V All (15) --..Frequencies (the operator must
provide) which can b€ operated on during the linx.
«AST_hEIGHT (3) Height of masts available to support
the antenna Tallest tc shortest, 1 — > 3
NOISE (24,9) Noise level in dBm at the outstation
during each hour of the day en 9 frequencies logarithmically
distributed between 2 and 32 Mhz
CPEEA10R_FR EQ (24 ,5) .The five best frequencies (these with
the highes signal tc noise ratio) during each hour or opera-
tion.
BCVR_ICC(2) ...location of the Outstation in
radians. RC V5 (1) =latitud e (negative value = = > south or
equator) RCVR (2) =lcrgitude (negative value ==> west of
Greenwiche)
S/N_ON_ANTEUNA (24, 15) ..The difference in power levels in dB
between the received signal strength and the noise level at
the outstation on the available frequencies during each hour
cf the day. The calculations are based on a particular
antenra at tne local station.
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5/N_CN_AVAII_FREQ(24 , 15; ... I he difference in power levels in
dB ietwecii received signal strength and the noise level at
the cutstation on the availanie frequencies during each near
of the day. The calculations are based on an isotropic
antenca at the local station.
S/N_CN_LCG_.F£EQ (24,9; ..The difference in ^ower levels in d2
between th received signal strength and the noise level at
the outstation oc 9 frequencies logarithmically distributed
between 2 and 32 MHz, during each hour of the day. The
calculations are cased on an isotropic antenna at the lecai
staticn.
10A (24) .... .. Take-off angle for each nour cf the
day. Values are eveciy divisille by 3.
XWTH_10C (2) Location of the local static: in
radians. XMTK (1) =latitude (negative value = = > scuti of
equator) XMTE (2) =lcngi tud e (negative value = = > west of
Greenwiche)






ANTEKliA_NAME.. . Name of tne antenna chosen by th<






NGI H. - -ength in feet of the local station's
antenna site in the direction cf tiie outstation.
ANTENNA_1GA ...Best take-off angle {angle above the
horizcn) at which the antenna will he designed tc have a
major lote aligned with) at the time ox dawn.
EALUNS -.flag to indicate whether or not
taluns or transformers (transmission line to antenna
matching devices) are available. (1=Yes / 0=No)
COAXI A1_CAEIZ_LENG IH ... Length of coaxial cable ivailarle.
LAWN----- Time of transition netween nignt and
day frequencies
DUSK...., Time of transition between day and
night iieguencies
FLUX...... ..10.7 cm Flux, default value is 11
KIDDAY lime halfway becween DAWN and DUSK
AID NIGHT Time halfway between DUSK and DAWN
MODE_Cf_lEANSMISSION...lTY, or voice
NUMB £fi_OJ_FREQS_AVAIL. Number of frequencies available to
the cfeiatcr for coranunica tions during the day of the link
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OEIZNTATICN_ANGLE For longwire and vee— > Angle between
X!1XR_ECVE_AZIMUTH and ANT ENN A_AZIMUTH. For dipcle and
half-scuare — > variation from antenna azimuth the antenna
can he oriented before depreciable losses of performance
will re realized.
RCVR_ETv Bandwidth of the receiver in KHz
(default is 3 KHz)
ECVR_KA:iI Name of the outstation in 5
characters
RESISTOEE Flag to indicate whether or not
Terminating resistors are available. (1=Yes,0=No)
START_TIME Time operations will begin, 2 digits
STOP_TIilE Time operations will terminate, 2
digits
1YPE_CF_ANTENNA_WIRE... 1==>Copper/2hosphur 3ronze, 0==>
WD-1/1I
F.ADIC_ECWEE Rated output power of the local
staticn radio





Name of the local station, 5
characters
AiMTfi_ECVfi_DIST Distance in kilometers
XMTR_ECVB_AZIMUTH Grid azimuth in radians rrom the








DESj.GIJ_FREQ* r fi.cC._A V'AlL
,
AVAIL- IRE'U, IGA, ANTENNA CHOICE,
WAX_ilNGIH # ANIEHNAjIOA NUilEEfi_0F_FRLQ5_AV AIL ,
ANTENNA_RIEE,
TYPE OF
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A. SIGNAL 10 NOISE BATIO FOE THE ANTENNA
After evaluating the prorogation path and noise at the
receiver the prograa automatically analyzes the whip.
Hesults cf this analysis are available to the cperdtcr in
the fcra or a signal to noise table for the whip. An
example cf this output is shown in tarie 14 A different
signal to noise table can he obtained for caca antenna
designed or modified.
E. TAKE-OFF ANGLE LIST
The desired take-off angle for each hour of the day is
stored in the TOA list which can be output in the fern of
table 15.
C. ANTENNA BADIflTION PATTEEN
A radiation pattern for each antenna can be obtained in
the form of figure C.1 Tne headings for tne antennas will
contain the information listed in table 16.
E. ASIENNA CONS1RDCTICN INFOEflATION
1 . Gen era l
Each set of instructions will begin with a general
description of the link and will appear as follows.
"A long wire was designed to operate between SAKEO
and CPFEN for a communications link to be conducted on
820515- Distance between the stations is 4129 kilometers.
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TAB1Z 14
Signal to ncise ratio for the 32 foot whip
3-2 4.5 6.4 10.0 17.0 25. C
1 1 2 10 1 ^. 7 c
z 2 3 11 12 L. — 29
- 3 4 12 12 'j -5 2
4 -5 6 7 11 - 1 -53
c
-3 5 6 10 n -35
6 -13 -16 -2 3 2 -57
7 -17 -12 -4 3 4 - 9
e -22 -20 -18 - 1
c
-23 -24 -20 -9 J
1C -53 -26 -13 3
1
1
-41 -51 -23 -14 1
12 -42 -54 -25 -15 2 iz.
15 -49 -54 -25 - 14 1 1
14 -42 — 26 -23 -8 2 2
15 -38 -54 -23 -7 z 2
16 -33 -26 -21 -4 4 2
17 -23 -24 -17 5 2
18 -23 -18 -9 3 7 1
19 -16 -8 10 1C
2C -6 -13 7 12 10
21 -2 1 7 13 9 -15
22 -3 3 9 5 3 -20
23 -2 1 9 12 1 -12
24 -1 1 5 10 5 5
J
The grid azimuth from the local station to the outstaticn is
43 decrees. Dinensicns of the antenna and orientation can




lake-cff angle in degrees for each hour of the day
IIJSE 10 A TIME IOA IJJM7 IOA i
0100 12 0300 15 17 00 12 j
C200 12 1000 15 1800 12
i
C300 12 1 100 15 1900 12 j
C40C 12 1 200 15 2000 12 j
0500 12 1 300 15 2100 12 |
0600 12 1 400 12 22 00 12 j
C700 12 1 500 12 2300 12
C800 12 1600 12 2400 12 i
In the following subsections ail information
peculiar tc the particular antenna is listed as the operator
would see it.
"The longwire can he oriented along either of the
azimuths shown in the orientation diagram."
If a resistor were available then figure C.4 would
also te provided in addition to the following instructions:
"The resistor on the end of the antenna nas the
following effects or the antenna characteristics:
a. It becomes a wider cand antenna; the radio will
tune to a greater number of nr<='juencies.
b. Communications to the rear of the antenna will ne
degraded
.
c. A loss of 2 d£ (307c efficiency) will result.
Cne may choose to use a counterpoise. This is a
wire connected between the radio ground and tne ground
stake at the lower end of the terminating resistor. Ibis
modification can improve antenna performance."
Standard longwire instructions continue: "Connect
the antenna wire directly to the whip nase of the antenna.
155
Dipcle Antenna
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figure C. 1 Antenna Radiation Pattern for Dipole.
ror the rest results, clean the brass threads of the base
with steel wool then wrap several turns of bared antenna
yire around it- A hose clamp can ne used to secure the
wire. "
If transformer building material is available the










Height of radio-end mast,
Height or far ena mast,
Length/ Frequency,









Vee | Height of radio-end cast,
1 Height or far- en u masts,
Apex angle,
Length of antenna legs,
Frequency
figure C. 2 Longwire Design Diagram.
"For improved performance connect a 4:1 cr 9: 1
transformer between the radio and tne antenna. A S:
1
transfcrner is preferred if the antenna is terminated in a
157
Figure C. 3 Longvire Orientation Diagram.
resistor and a 4:1 if it is an terminated- This device can
re ccnnected at the radio or at tne top of tne antenna
mast if one uses a coaxial cable to convey tae cower from
tne radic."
"For the first hour of operations select the left
most frequency listed in the operator's frequency table. If'
at a later time communications drop to an unacceptable
guality, switcn to the best frequency for that hour cf cper-
ation, the next best if communications do not improve, and
so on until all frequencies are tried.
3 . Eipcle
If the dipole take-off angle is less than 50 degrees








ligure C.4 Terminated longwire connection.
are output. "The dipole should ne oriented such that the
two supporting masts are aligned witn the azimuth (solid
line) as shown in the orientation diagram. Some leeway is
permitted though, the antenna can be off oriented along any
azimuth hetween the dashed lines without a serious less of
link per fcr nance."
lor the case where the take-off angle is greater
than 50 degrees then antenna would he erected closer tc the
ground and the following instructions would pertain.
"Orient the dipole in any convenient manner for it
is an omnidirectional antenna in this application."
The dipole standard instructions continue: "In
addition to the dipole shown in the dipole design diagram
two ethers were designed. • The critical information for ail
the dipcles are listed in table 18."
"For the first hour of operations erect a dipole
designed for the left most frequency listed in the opera-
tor's frequency tahle. If at a later time communications
drop to ax unacceptable quality, switch to the hest









figure C. 5 Imtedance transformers for longvire,
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TABLE 17
Operator's frequency table for the longwire
Time | Exeq/SN rreq/SN Freq/SN Freq/SN Freq/S:i
1
J
10.0/14 6.4/12 17.0/11 25.2/6 4.5/d
2 { 10.0/13 6.4/11 17.0/3 25.2/-2Q 4.5/fi
3 | 10. 0/14 17.0/1 1 6. 4/6 25.2/-30 4.5/6
i ~
.etc.
communications dc not improve, and so on until all rreguen-
cies are tried. Ii the radio will nor tune to cue nest
frequency or signal quality is poor on ail other frequen-






"Orient the half-square along the azimuth pointed to
by the solid line in the orientation diagram, one can be off
in the proper orientation o it to the aziuutas pointed to by
the dashed lines."
"In addition to the naif-square shown in the naif-
square design diagram two others were designed. The critical
information for all the half-squares are listed in tatie
C-8."
"Erect the half-scuare at a convenient height
greater than the short element length shown in the table."
An operator's frequency table similar to tnat shown
in table 1S would be provided in addition to the instruc-







Figure C.6 Dipole design diagram.
5. Vee
"Align a vee leg with each of the azimuths sncwn in
the orientation diagram."
Ihe program outputs an operator's frequency tarle
similar to that shown in table 17 and the instructiocs to
accompany this.
6- final Instructions
After the information peculiar to the antenna is output the
program will follow this with more general instructions
pertaining to all antennas.
162
Figure C-7 Dipole orientation diagram,
TABLE 18















"The antenna must te insulated from the supporting




Time Iie-^/SN Tre^/SN Fres/SH
1 10,0/12 17.0/10 25. 2/9
2 ' 10,0/12 17.0/7 25.2/-20





electrical tape, fishing line, ammo straps, etc. Ihe
guyiires holding the antenna masts must also consist or a
non-ccnduct ing material such as rope cr engineer's cape."
164
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Figure C.9 Ealf-sguare orientation diagram.
TABLE 20
Ealf-sguare diiensions and operating frequencies
Short Long
Mast Ziement Element




1 9 « 6 "
49 •2 M
9*9"






Figure C-10 lee design diagram
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figure C. 11 Ve e orientation diagram,
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